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Editor’s Note
Your Newsletter needs you!
 Could you write up just one meeting or workshop per year?
 Or a paragraph or two on an event or an exhibition or a course?
 Or review a new book?
 Could you contribute a few hints and tips?
If lots of people contribute a little it makes for a much more lively and
interesting read. I’ll be looking for volunteers in January so please give it
some thought. Many thanks.
Chris
chris.tucker@zen.co.uk or 24 School Close, Gamlingay SG19 3JY.
From the Chair
What a great year it has been, with lots of inspiring talks (including an
extra talk in which we very lucky to be able to experience Laverne
Waddinton's total enthusiasm and knowledge of South American
backstrap weaving). Many of us went on a fantastic outing to
Hemmingford Grey to see Lucy Boston’s fabulous patchworks. We had
three wonderful workshops with Julie Hedges, Frankie Owens and
Laverne; all of which were greatly enjoyed.
We also had a great presence at Fibre East; and my thanks go to Paula
Armstrong and Jacqui Fuller for organising this event. Also to Lesley
Watts for the use of her loom. My thanks also go to everyone else who
helped by providing samples of work to be used for the display, those
who helped in the run up to Fibre East and those who gave their time to
be on our stand at the event itself. We certainly came across as a lively,
active and professional Guild.
Now we look forward to 2013, and another exciting programme.
Our Triennial exhibition will be an event to look forward to in May 2013 but we will need help from everybody to make this truly successful. We
need your work! We also need your time - either at the exhibition itself, or
in the run up to the exhibition; and inside this newsletter, and at our next
few meetings, you will find out about lots of ways that you can help. There
is method in our madness for organising it to coincide with a last
Saturday of the month...
I would like to thank everybody on the Committee for all their hard work
this year. Thanks to all those of you who have made tea (a job of vital
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importance; we would all miss it if it wasn't there, so get your names
down on next years rota ASAP!) And finally, thanks to all of you, our
members, for coming to the talks, workshops and outings. Without you
there would be no Guild.
With very best wishes, and a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
to you all,
Tina Tribe
From Your Programme Secretary…
Thank you to those of you who have recommended workshop tutors and
speakers of interest to me for the 2013 Guild Programme. The
Programme is now in place for next year and I hope you enjoy the mix of
speakers and activities we have planned.
The Committee now turns its thoughts toward programme planning for
2014. Please do let us know if you’d like to recommend a speaker or any
textile topic for further study. All ideas are welcome!
Beth Parks
Workshops
Our deepest thanks go to Ann Ruel who has done a wonderful job as
Workshop Organiser over the last several years. Workshops have always
run smoothly and have been a pleasure to attend.
Ann is now stepping down. Could you take on the job of Guild Workshop
Organiser? You do not need to be a committee member for this. Neither
do you need to organise the workshop tutor - this is done by our
programme secretary.
There are two workshops a year: in April and October. You do not need to
attend the workshop yourself so long as you delegate various things that
need to be done. Workshops are usually held at Comberton Village Hall.
What you would need to do is:
 Organise workshop participant list & receive deposits and
payment.
 Find out from the tutor what they need for the day.
 Organise lunch for the tutor - you can do this yourself, or delegate
someone else to do this.
 You would be responsible for the hall key collection & drop off; again
this can be delegated by you to someone else.
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You may need to create a list of things that participants will need to
bring with them. This will need either emailing, posting out to, or
handing out at a previous talk so that people know where to go and
what to bring with them for each given workshop.
If anyone feels that they can do this bite-sized job, please let Beth Parks know.
With thanks,
The CGWSD Committee.
GUILD NEWS
Guild AGM 2013
As usual we will be holding our AGM on the first meeting of the year on
26th January. If any member of the guild would like something discussed
at the AGM, please let either Sue Wallis or Paula Armstrong know well in
advance of the meeting, so it can be included in the AGM Agenda.
Cambs Guild Exhibition 2013
The next Guild Exhibition is planned for 25th-26th May 2013 at
Grantchester Village Hall. We have just had our first meeting to start
organizing the event.
We hope that most members of the Guild will feel they can offer items for
the exhibition. In addition to the usual woven items, braids, etc. knitted
items are acceptable if they are made with hand spun yarn or are hand
dyed. Felting, basketry and displays of hand dyed or hand spun yarns are
also to be included.
If possible, a small swatch of fabric that people can handle alongside the
finished item would be helpful and a short explanation of the inspiration
for the piece and the fibres used. If you want to, a sheet of technical
details can be supplied and we will keep these in a file at the exhibition
for anyone who is interested.
Demonstrations of weaving and spinning will be going on during the
exhibition as we think visitors will find the opportunity to ‘have a go’ a
bonus. This was very successful at ‘Fibre East’. There is a room adjacent to
the exhibition hall where Jacqui Fuller and I are going to organise
refreshments for visitors.
We need lots of help on the day so hope that many of you will be able to
give a few hours of your time.
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Approximate timetable: by the end of March we would like to know how
many pieces are being offered, and the items will need to be ready by
early May so that the display can be organized. More details to follow.
Sue Wallis
Come And Weave Days: Dates 2013
At Comberton Village Hall on Saturdays, from 10am -4 pm. Cost £4 a day.
This year’s dates are;
January 19th
October 12th
th
March 16
November 16th
May 11th
All Guild members welcome!
For further details contact Jacqui Fuller or Sue Wallis.
Outing 2013
Next year’s outing will be on Saturday 15th June, to the Textile
Conservation Studio of May Berkouwer in Sudbury. May will give us a
guided tour and show us what she is currently working on. There will of
course be tea and cakes after. More information to follow.
If you remember Susie Gough, read on…
(Susie was our Secretary for several years before returning to the USA)
“I'm the President of the Board of Directors for
the Southeast Fiber Arts Alliance (SEFAA) which
is a non-profit charitable organization supporting
and promoting the fiber arts in the Southeast US.
We've rented space and opened the SEFAA
Center in Atlanta where we are providing classes,
workshops, exhibitions, and events - all fiber
related. We have two studios for rent and we
rent out the SEFAA Center for fiber-related
meetings, classes, and workshops run by others.
Currently, we have ten organizational members
and nearly 100 individual members, co we've
grown quite a bit since we incorporated in July 2009 with five board
members! You can follow SEFAA on our website
(www.fiberartsalliance.org), on Facebook
(http://facebook.com/SEFiberArtsAlliance), and on Twitter
(http://twitter.com/SEFiberArts).”
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Update from Handweavers Studio
Handweavers have been rationalising their stock over the summer and
have added some new woollen yarns for the winter:
They have also introduced ordering via the website, and are expanding
the range of items included.
They are also expanding the range of workshops with more weaving
classes and gearing up for the next intake of students for the
Handweavers Diploma.
See www.Handweavers.co.uk for more information.
The Huguenots of Spitalfields:
Celebrating their Contribution 8th to 21st April 2013
Supported by The Huguenot Society and The Spitalfields Trust
2013 marks the 250th anniversary of the death of Anna Maria Garthwaite
(1690 -1763), the outstanding English textile designer, who lived in
Princelet Street, Spitalfields and worked so closely with Huguenot
weavers of silk. The year is also the 415th anniversary of the signing of
the Edict of Nantes on 13th April 1598 which allowed French Protestants
(Huguenots) to worship freely - providing they did not incite Catholic
opposition. A programme of events has been planned to celebrate the
talents and contribution that the Huguenots made to Spitalfields and all
the countries where they sought sanctuary. The Festival aims to raise
funds for public artwork in Spitalfields dedicated to the Huguenots of
Spitalfields and for the Huguenot Heritage Centre in Rochester.
We are holding a Huguenot Festival in Spitalfields in April 2013. The
highlight is The Big Weave on Saturday 13th April at the award-winning
Spitalfields Market. The organisers expect over 6,000 people to attend.
Further information from:
Charlie de Wet ( Mrs) Tel: 020 7247 0367
20 Fournier Street, Spitalfields, E1 6QE

Fibre East 2012
Thank you to all who helped out, or contributed items for sale or display.
Despite the weather it was well attended and our display attracted a lot of
attention and compliments. Lesley’s loom was very popular with folk
who wanted to have a go.
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Several of our neighbour Guilds were there, along with many suppliers,
some old friends and some new.
There were also classes and demonstrations. In case you missed it, here
is the show we put on. If you want to see more, you’ll have to go next year!
FOR SALE
Louet Kombo 8 shaft table loom, 40cm weaving width - £750
In very good condition, comes complete with the following extras:- stand
- second back beam (fits to stand)
- 400 extra heddles (total of 600 heddles)
- 2 reeds (standard 10dpi & also 12.5dpi)
Contact Lesley Willcock: lesleywillcock@btconnect.com
01234 709081 or 07764 470463
Barnett Drum Carder Excellent condition £80
Contact Verena Martinez on 01223 212610

Rug wool from Collingwood: Grey coloured thick wool- 525g and
Cream coloured thick wool 900g. £ 50.00 for all.
Contact Maj-Brit Mansson-Brown
01480 492690, or majbrit@talktalk.net
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REVIEWS

Association National Exhibition 2012
Lyle Smart trophy winner Sue Melvin’s experience
Whilst I was off sick following an operation, I’d thought it would be a good
plan to use up some of the yarn I’d bought at Fibre East in 2011. After all I
would not let myself buy more in 2012 unless I’d used the majority of
what I’d bought! I’d got some space dyed yarn and found an article on the
web which inspired me.
http://www.weavezine.com/spring2008/wz_sp08_SyneMitchell.php
Once I’d got the yarn out I thought about the wonderful pieces of cloth
Chris Tucker had woven for “Bradford” using ladder yarn for texture - I’d
got some in my stash from Uppingham yarns of the right colours - I’d try
that...
And so Columbus was born. I did three
scarves, all with slightly different
weaving patterns. The first was a gift
to a friend, but I took the second,
Reflections, to the New weavers group
and Jacqui said I should put it into the
national exhibition selection...
I could only see the faults and Simon,
my husband, didn’t like it - To my
surprise it was selected for the
exhibition!
Well, I’d last been the Weald and
Downland museum when I was eight,
so 40 years later Simon and I went to
see the exhibition spending a few days
in West Sussex.
The exhibition space in the Gridshell
was amazing - a place to wonder at,
and the exhibits ranged from a few dyed samples of yarn to a knitted coat
with flowers on.
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The Gridshell – photo by Sue Melvin

Cambridgeshire’s exhibits were prominent, with Lesley’s jacket one of
three welcoming you in and the three tapestries in prominent positions.

Our exhibits - photos by Sue Melvin

By the time we arrived on the next to last day voting for the Lyle Smart
trophy had ended, but there was no information about it. I looked at the
new weaver exhibits and found five; my parents had voted, and told me I
didn’t stand a chance (nice to have supportive parents!).
About a fortnight later I got an email saying that I’d won, gaining 214
votes of the 1004 cast and that the trophy would be presented at the AGM.
When I asked about the history of the trophy he couldn’t tell me! So I’m
very pleased to have been awarded an expenses paid trip to the AGM, and
hope to learn more of the trophy’s history when I get there!
I’d like to express my thanks to Chris, Jacqui and Lesley, without whom
the entry would not have made it into the selection process and thanks to
Doreen and Ann for making the selection at the first instance.
Sue Melvin
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Random Reflections on the National Exhibition by Lesley Willcock
When I visited the recent National Exhibition my first impression was that
it was the perfect setting as the structural ribs of the building interlaced
as if they had been woven. It provided a light, airy space for our
Exhibition of Handmade Textiles. The exhibition itself was well laid out
and the exhibits clearly labelled with plenty of information for the visitor.
This is not a full review of the exhibition, simply some comments on
particular pieces that stayed in my mind afterwards. First, the nonselected rings had obviously caught the imagination & there were some
delightful ones. My favourite was a 3-D one with a sheep caught half-way
through the ring so there were both front and back views.
3-D work obviously appeals to me as I simply loved Matty Smith’s ‘Seeing
the Trees for the Wood’. It was a stunning & really creative approach to
tapestry. Continuing the textured theme, but this time more into my own
sphere of loom weaving, there were some lovely examples of collapse
weaves in both garments and scarves.
It was good to see such a wide range of
work from large wall hangings, rugs,
tapestries, pictures, clothing, scarves
and more in an incredible variety of
techniques. Altogether it was an
excellent display of skilled work from
the Association of Guilds.
Flame Jacket by Lesley Willcock
Flame Jacket was inspired by images of
flames which I used to design the
liftplan in Photoshop for a range of 5
end satins. The 30/2 black silk warp
was threaded on an advancing
threading & the weft was orange &
magenta 60/2 silk doubled on the pirn.
I made the jacket up in a simple style
with slightly bell sleeves which
enhances the fabric.
Lesley Willcock
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Bark Tapestry by Paula Armstrong
I have been asked to say something
about the tapestry that I entered into
the Association Exhibition.
Taking tree bark as my inspiration I
have been doing a series of
tapestries exploring texture and
colour. I am interested in texture
and new techniques for conveying it.
I did a complete sample first using
materials that I had to hand. The
bought and dyed yarns for the final
piece are slightly different. I like to
listen to the book programmes on
Radio 4, and I often hear writers say
that their novels assume a life of
their own. I can say the same about
my tapestries. I do not plan them in
detail, but let the materials and
colours dictate changes as I go along.
Tapestries by Rosanne McConkey
My tapestry piece of the planets was inspired by a workshop I attended
given by Hillu Liebelt when I started on circles, this tied in with my
interest in the planets. The second piece was inspired by a visit to a
quarry on Menorca and one of the photographs taken by my son in which
I loved the colour, texture and the camouflaged pigeon.
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MEETING REPORTS
September 1st -2nd – Laverne Waddington…Backstrap weaver
Extraordinaire!
On the first weekend of September our Guild was visited by the well
known backstrap weaver Laverne Waddington. Laverne gave a talk on the
Saturday afternoon with a picture show of her travels around South
America, and as she stated, her mission is to broaden our picture of the
weaving traditions of this continent.
We visited Equador to see examples of belt supplementary warps, warp
ikats, and shawls with beautifully knotted fringes. In Peru we saw how
natural dyes are making a comeback in the weaving of carrying cloths and
ponchos and how techniques of discontinuous warps, pebble weave and
tapestries are used. On to Chile, and we were shown pictures of Mapuche
ikats (their skill in ikats is so apparent, with very little blurring of the
dyed warp pattern threads). The Chilean weavers are also well known for
their ponchos, blankets and belts.
The weavers of Guatamala like to use colourful supplementary wefts,
double-faced fabrics for huipils and embroidery on warp and weft ikats.
Our last stop was Bolivia, Laverne’s adopted home. We saw pictures and
heard stories of how Laverne’s teachers taught her to weave pick-up
patterns, belts and small bags.
The talk then moved on to indigenous looms of the South American
peoples, and pictures of the woven fabrics showing more technical detail.

Laverne showing some beautiful examples of her work Photos Beth Parks
The next day the Peruvian Study Group ran a workshop with Laverne on
Backstrap weaving. The beginners learned how to do pebble weave pick-
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up on narrow bands, while the more advanced weavers learnt to use
much wider warps (there are certain techniques that can be used in order
to get a clean shed on wide warps).
We all had a brilliant weekend, and special thanks should go to Sue Prior
for contacting Laverne and organizing the weekend.
Beth Parks
September 29th – The Weave Structure Study Group Library –
Verena Martinez and Ann Ruel
This was our first study group, and started in 1998 after Heidi Lichterman
brought the idea back from a textile meeting in Canada. They have
amassed a large sample collection, kept in Verena’s workshop, and Verena
has recently re-organised and re-packaged it all to make it more
accessible. The samples are grouped into books, each based on a
structure or a purpose. Books are boxed as follows:
Blue Box
Cushions
Curtains
Rugs
Coats and Jackets
Blankets
Table Linen
Wall Hangings
Scarves
Upholstery
Yellow Box
Twill
Twill Combinations
Blockweave 1 and 2
Satins/Sateen
Two different threadings

Pink Box
Warp-faced weaves
Swedish Lace
Huck-a-back blocks
Inlay and pick-up
Colour & Weave
Warp/Weft Faced
Grouped Warp
M’s & O’s
Green Box
Double Weave
Distorted Weave
Distorted Weft
Bedford Chord
Corduroy

Verena is happy for members to visit to browse the collection or you can
take books of samples out, to study at your leisure. In time we hope to
scan them and post them on the web site.
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Verina brought the collection for members to browse and a copy of the
book Weave which the group produced with lottery funding. Copies are
available to buy at £23.
The Peruvian Textiles Study Group – Frankie Owens, Sue Prior and
Paula Armstrong
This group started after a talk by David Beresford-Jones at the Museum of
Archaeology & Anthropology, on textiles he brought back from an
archaeological site in Peru. They now meet at the museum every two
months to study the techniques used, and have visited other collections
(at the British Museum) and invited speakers such as Laverne
Waddington who is studying current practices.
They are also building up quite a collection of samples, including
backstrap pieces with four selvedges, ‘eye’ braids, and finger puppets
made with a technique called cross-knit looping. Paula has also been
working on intricate and colourful Peruvian embroidery.
Chris Tucker
October 27th – Traditional Peruvian Knitting & its Historical Links –
Frankie Owens
Frankie’s love of Peruvian textiles started with a study trip which
included a three-day knitting course with a local instructor. In Peru,
knitting is done on the reverse side, and in purl stitch. The yarns are
tensioned around the knitter’s neck, and the yarn is manipulated with the
thumbs. Sounds difficult, but once you master it, it is a very fast method
of knitting with more than one colour.
All the yarn is hand spun using spindles, which women take everywhere
with them, and spin while walking, minding children or animals, etc. The
dyes used are all natural and local. The needles are made out of bicycle
spokes and have a hook at one end, although you can use double pointed
or circular needles. Frankie showed us some beautiful examples of
traditional patterns and dyed yarns and explained the relationships
between alpacas, llamas, guanaco and vicunya.
Both men and women knit and weave and the traditional designs tell
others where you come from, your social standing and marital status.
True knitting began in Egypt in the 11th century and was brought to Iberia
by the Moors. It was introduced to South America by the Spanish,
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although the techniques are no longer found in Spain today. The use of
hooked needles and purling on the back of the work is still found in
Portugal, and some parts of Greece and Turkey.
Frankie’s slides showed the beautiful landscapes as well as traditional
knitting and backstrap braids, and the talked provoked a lively discussion
on knitting techniques.
October 28th – Workshop – make a Peruvian knitted bag the
traditional way – Frankie Owens
The next day we got to try the techniques and I have to say it was very
difficult to overcome 50 years of habit and knit with my thumbs! Frankie
was a very patient teacher and we all got it in the end, and had a lot of fun
doing it.
Chris Tucker
November 24th – A Journey of Exploration – Charlotte Grierson
Charlotte grew up in a family of artists and her grandfather was a rug
weaver. She studied Constructed Textiles at Manchester and then an MA
at Goldsmiths. She has worked part time in the Handweavers Studio with
Nancy, and also full time for two years at the new Handweavers. She now
has a studio at Cockpit Arts in Camberwell.
After graduating from Manchester, she began her career by selling
designs. She then began weaving double-weave wall hangings, playing
with colour. While working at Handweavers, she started weaving scarves,
introducing double weave patterning.
Wanting more time to experiment with structures and new yarns, she
enrolled on an MA course at Goldsmiths and developed several lines of
scarves using mixed yarns, in double and single cloth and subtle colour
schemes. She also designed a range to be woven commercially. Her final
pieces were sculptural weaves using wire, monofilament nylon and
high-twist silk.
Charlotte showed us a beautiful range of finished pieces, samples and
design boards and explained how she makes a living from her craft. She
still works at Handweavers for one day a week, does some teaching, and
spends three days a week in her studio. She sells through shows and open
studios and via the internet and the Cockpit Arts shop. She makes sure
that she still manages some “playing” time, to develop new designs.
Chris Tucker
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CGWSD Programme 2013
January 26
February 23
March 23
April 27
April 28

AGM
Silk from the Ancient Kingdoms – Jim and Diane Gafney
Guild Open Day 10.30 am – 4 pm at Comberton Village Hall
A Colourful Yarn – Fiona Rutherford
Playing with Colour Workshop with Fiona Rutherford
booking essential
May 25-26
Cambridgeshire Guild’s Triennial Exhibition at
Grantchester Village Hall
June 15
OUTING – May Berkouwer’s Textile Conservation Studio, Sudbury
June 29
Ikats of the Orient – Jennifer Hughes
September 28 Fibre Craft Afternoon at Arbury
October 26 Thirty Years of Weaving – Janet Philips
October 27-28 Weaving Workshop with Janet Philips, Venue tbc Booking essential
November 30 A Brush with Fine Art – Diane Ashley-Smith
Christmas Tea & Raffle
If you are travelling a distance to see a specific speaker please check with our
Programme Secretary, Beth Parks, for programme changes.
Please send any suggestions for speakers or workshops to Beth Parks, at
beth@chezparks.demon.co.uk or 01353 649855
And finally… please send news, articles and adverts for the newsletter to
chris.tucker@zen.co.uk or 24 School Close, Gamlingay, Sandy SG19 3JY.
And don’t forget to send a copy to Tina for our website, tina.tribe@ntlworld.com
Next Newsletter is out in April– please let me have your contributions by the
March Meeting. Thank you.
Meetings are held at the Arbury Community Centre, Campkin Road, Cambridge,
CB4 2LD unless otherwise stated.
Open from 1:30 pm. Talks start at 2pm.
Visitors welcome – entrance £5
(F/T students/JSA/Income support £2.50)
www.cambsguildwsd.org.uk
Contact: secretary@cambsguildwsd.org.uk 01223 247790
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